Separating from the College of Arts and Sciences, engineering studies became the College of Engineering in 1935. With the creation of a College of Liberal Arts in 1972, natural sciences curricula from the Arts and Sciences College were assigned to this school to create the present day College of Science and Engineering. The records of this group include college publications, correspondence and report files for the Office of the Deans, chair and faculty files and student papers. The major departments include Biochemistry, Computer Science, Engineering, Mathematics, Natural Science and Physics.
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Record Series A: College publications and publicity

*Pereira Hall of Engineering Newsletter, Vols. 1-3, 1964-1967*
News clipping, 1968

“The Demand for Engineers” (reprint of *University Manpower Bulletin*), ca. 1980
Recruitment booklets; brochures and flyers, 1982; nd

*A Tradition of Excellence: * booklet, 1985
*College of Science and Engineering Newsletter, Jul 1985*

History, 1999

News: college newsletter, 2004

breakthrough: college magazine, 2006

Record Series B: College events

Mini baja race

“Computers in Society” panel discussion: press release, nd
Revere Sculpture Exhibit: memorandum; press release, nd
Saturday Morning Science Seminars: schedule, nd
The Santa Barbara Encounter: report, nd

Homecoming bonfire construction: scrapbook, 1930-1931

Annual Communion Breakfast and Engineering Seminar¹: invitations; programs, 1958-1961

“Art in Research” exhibit: announcement; press release, 1969

Build-a-Bridge Contest: flyer; press release; rules guide, 1971

“The Engineers Role in Conserving the Marine Environment” panel discussion: press release, 1971

Pereira Hall of Engineering East Wing Dedication: program, 1985
“Expanding Your Horizon Conference for Students”: brochure, 1987

LMU Engineers Week: flyers, 1993

30th Anniversary Celebration, 2001

Ralph M. Parsons Foundation Environmental Engineering Laboratory dedication: announcement, Sep 2003

¹ Cf. Photograph Collection.
Third Biennial Alumni Wall of Fame Dinner and Induction Ceremony: invitation, Oct 2003

[MS 15C]

Record Series C: Dean

Series 1: Daniel E. Whelan, Jr., 1936-1943; 1953-1963

College organizational chart, nd
Loyola Engineering Society: new member acceptance address, nd

Loyola Engineering Society: attendance list, 1929-1930
Loyola Engineering Society: constitution, 1929
Loyola Engineering Society: financial statement, 1929-1931
Loyola Engineering Society: meeting minutes, 1929
Loyola Engineering Society: news clippings, 1929-1932

Loyola Engineering Society: Carl Entenmann Jewelry Co.; cor., 1930
Loyola Engineering Society: homecoming bonfire; notes; schematic plans, 1930
Loyola Engineering Society: meeting minutes, 1930

Loyola Engineering Society: financial statement; meeting minutes, 1931

Loyola Engineering Society: meeting minutes, 1932-1934

Loyola Engineering Society: activities journal; attendance roster; meeting minutes; membership rosters; news clippings, 1934-1938

Faculty profile form, 1947

____: “A Brief History of the Engineering College and Society at Loyola University of Los Angeles”; narrative, ca. 1950

List of engineering graduates; cor., 1950-1951

Loyola Electrical Engineering Club: minutes, 1952

Construction of Pereira Hall: news clipping, 1954

Servomechanisms, Inc.: correspondence, 1956
Civil Engineering Society: memo., 1956-1957

Loyola Electrical Engineering Society: minutes; news clippings, 1957
News clippings, 1957-1961

The Pacific-Western Foundation Engineering Scholarship: announcement flyer, 1957

The Sears-Roebuck Foundation: press release, ca. 1957
Society of Automotive Engineers: statement, 1957
Sears-Roebuck Foundation: press release, 1959
Gulf Oil Corporation: correspondence, 1960
Hughes Aircraft Company: correspondence, 1960

[MS 15C]
National Science Foundation grant request: correspondence; list, 1960
Vulcan Foundry Company: correspondence; press release, 1960

American Society of Heating Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers: correspondence, 1961
Alumni Association interview: transcriptions, 23 Feb 1961
Trustees Citation of Appreciation draft, 1961
Retirement speech remarks: original notes, ca. 1963

Series 3: Dr. Richard C. Kolf, 1962-1969

Biographical data and sketch, ca. 1962
Department announcement, 1963

Engineers’ Council for Professional Development: memorandum; report, 1964
Engineering library: cor., 1964-1965
Biographical data sheets, ca. 1965

Correspondence and press release, 1966-1968
Course loads: list, 1967
College faculty biographical data sheet, 1967?
Engineers’ Council for Professional Development: memorandum; report, 1967
Faculty meeting: minutes, 1967

Institute for the Advancement of Engineering, Inc.: press release, 1968

Letter of resignation, 1968
News clippings, 1989-1969

Cor., 1968-1969

“Summary Description of Proposed Master of Science Degree Program in Civil, Electrical and Mechanical Engineering”: proposal, 1969

**Series 5: Dr. James E. Foxworthy, 1970-1980**

Appointment announcement, 1969
Masters program, 1969
Executive Committee Meetings: minutes, 1969-1970

Correspondence and news clippings, 1970-1980
Executive Committee Meetings: minutes, 1970-1972

**[MS 15C/2]**

Cooperative Engineering Education Program: press release, 1971
Engineers Council for Professional Development: “Application for Re-Accreditation to the Educational and Accreditation Committee; report, Jan 1971

Index of files: list, ca. 1971

“Summary of Final Comments by ECPD (Engineers Council for Professional Development) Team”: report, Jan 1971

“Proposal for the Establishment of a College of Science and Engineering”: report, 1972

Establishment of the College of Science and Engineering: announcement, Mar 1972

Correspondence, 1973
New degree proposal for Master of Environmental Science: memo., 1973

Deans (College of Science & Engineering) Advisory Committee: minutes, 1974-1975

Correspondence, 1976

LMU College of Science and Engineering, “Application for Re-accreditation submitted to the Engineering Education and Accreditation Committee of the Engineers Council for Professional Development”, 1 Jun 1976

Engineers Council for Professional Development: correspondence; report, 1977
Bachelor of Science in Computer Science degree: proposal, ca. 1980

Correspondence, 1980
“Projection 1980”: report, ca. 1980
Visiting Committee

[MS 15C/2]


Appointment announcement, Jan 1981
Search committee, 1981

Series 7: Dr. Joseph P. Callinan ('58), 1981-1990

Appointment announcement memo., 1981
LMU College of Science and Engineering, “Questionnaire for Review of the Civil Engineering Program Submitted to the Engineering Accreditation Commission of the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology”, 1 Jun 1982
Accreditation: cor.; memo., 1983-
Keck Foundation, 1986-
Packard gift, David: proposal, 1987

[MS 15C/3]

University Archives Neil Bethke: cor., 1998
Search committee

[MS 15C7]

Series 8: Dr. Gerald S. Jakubowski, 1990-2004
Memo., 1991-1996


Faculty software requests, 1999

Special Assistant to the President for Intercultural Affairs: email announcements, Jan-Feb 2001

**Series 9: Dr. Steven Scheck, 2004-2005**

**Series 10: Dr. Richard G. Plumb, 2005**

[MS 15D]

Record Series D: Assistant Dean of Engineering

**Series 1: William T. Calder, 1986-1989**
Record Series E: Assistant Dean of Science

Record Series F: Associate Dean of Engineering

**Series 1: Robert L. Ritter, 1970-1986**

Origins of the name of Pereira Hall of Engineering: correspondence, 1970

“The Co-op Program: A Proposal to Implement An Optional Program of Cooperative Education for Junior and Senior Engineering Students”, 10 Feb 1971

**Series 2: William T. Calder, 1989-**

Record Series G: Associate Dean of Science

**Series 1: Dr. Anthony P. Smulders, CFMM, 1972-1994**

Cor., 1975-1977

**Series 2: Dr. Stephen Scheck, 1995-2004**

[MS 15H1]

Record Series H: Departments and Programs

**Series 1: Biology**

Sub series a: Publications

_Biolines_

Sub series b: Special events

Sub series c: Chair of Biology

File series 1: Dr. Romeo P. Allard, -1955-1958-

Meeting minutes, 28 Feb 1955
Oral history interview: 1/8” cassette tape, 20 Jun 1975

File series 2: Dr. Carl Kadner
Reports, 1961-
President Lawton: death announcement; news release, 13 Feb 2008

File series 3: Dr. Virginia Mirriam, -1972-
Committee for the Sciences: meeting report, 26 May 1972

File series 4: Dr. Michael Dancigar, -1996
VISTAS, “Seeing the Future: A molecular geneticist brings biomedical research to the University”: clipping, 2002

File series 5: Dr. Howard F. Towner

Bio form

Sub series d: Faculty files

File series 1: James M. Brogan², SJ, 1912-
File series 2: Dr. Melchior Dikkers, 1930-
File series 3: Antonio Dubuc
File series 4: Pierra Seminart
File series 5: Rev. Rudolph, SJ
File series 6: Dr. Harold Harper
File series 7: Dr. Carl Kadner

File series 8: Dr. Romeo P. Allard, 1935-

² Cf. Brogan. Ethical Principles for the Character of a Nurse. Milwaukee, Wis., ca. 1924.
Ozone stability research, 1949
Oral history interview, 1975

File series 9: Dr. Floyd A. Jenkins, SJ, 1943-1945; 1953-
Memoirs
Death announcement, 22 Aug 2002

File series 10: Roland A. Reed, SJ, 1945-
“Nuclear Phenomenom in the Tapetum of Magnolia Grandflora”: unpublished Master’s dissertation; Fordham University, 1945

File series 11: Dr. Robert L. Bartlett, 1956-
Bio data

File series 12: Dr. Patricia Lacy, RSHM, 1967-
untitled essay, nd

File series 13: Dr. Anthony P. Smulders, CFMM, 1970-
[MS 15H1]

File series 14: Howard F. Towner, 1972
Death announcement, 2000

File series 15: Dr. Peter J. Haen³, 1973-
Death announcement, 1994

File series 16: Dr. Thomas D. Pitts, -1974
Death announcement, 2001

File series 17:  Dr. Michael Dancigar, 1978

File series 18:  Dr. Lucy Winnifred Inez Bassett

Bio data form

File series 19:  Rene Topalian, 1982-

Resume, 1982

File series 20:  Virginia Merriam, -1986-
File series 21:  Sr. Catalina Fresquez, CCVI, 1994-

File series 22:  Dr. Gary Kuleck, 1994-

“Catching up with...Gary Kuleck, Assistant Professor, Biology”:  LMU News; feature article, 1999

File series 23:  Dr. Camm C. Swift, 1994-
File series 24:  Dr. Mary Catherine McElwain
File series 25:  Stephen Sheck, -1997-

File series 26:  Dr. Martin Ramirez, 1999-

Numerous scientific papers on spiders

[MS 15H1]

File series 27:  Dr. Jennifer Gillette, 2002-

Sub series e:  Emeriti

Sub series f:  William Francis Mc Laughlin Chair in Biology

Inaugural program booklet, 1998

Sub series g:  Honors and Professional Societies

Wasmann Biological Society:  The Wasmann Collector Vol 4 Nos. 2-4; Vol. 5 Nos. 1-4; Vol. 6 No. 1, 1940-1941
Sub series h: Student Papers

[MS 15H2]

Series 2: Chemistry and Biochemistry, 1938

Sub series a: Publications and Publicity

Newsletter Vol. 1, No. 1, Oct 1972

Sub series b: Special events

Sub series c: Chair of Chemistry and Biochemistry

File series 1: Dr. Romeo P. Allard, -1959-

“The Role of the Teacher in Modern Society”, The Chemist: booklet reprint, 1959

File series 2: Dr. Joseph R. Schwartz, -1976-

File series 3: Dr. Michael Geis, -1986-

Death: special notice, 2004

File series 3: Dr. William F. Cain, SJ (Loyola ’58), -1987-

Sub series d: Faculty Files

File series 1: Allard, 1935-1974
File series 2: Dr. Joseph R. Schwartz, 1953-1996
File series 3: Dr. Sylvester H. DuValle
File series 4: Meany 1967
File series 5: Dr. William F. Cain, SJ (Loyola ’58), 1975-

File series 6: John W. Mahoney

File series 7: Dr. Rebecca Crawford ⁴, 1987

---

File series 8: Gary Landers, -1999-
Email, 1999

Sub series f: Honors and Professional Societies

File series 1: Loyola University Chemical Society
File series 2: American Chemical Society

Series 3: Civil Engineering and Environmental Science

Sub series a:

[Video 14]

Sub series b: Events

I.F.S. Productions, The Cost to Preserve: ½” VHS, 1993

Sub series c: Chair of Civil Engineering and Environmental Science

File series 1: Dr. James E. Foxworth, -1965-
File series 2: Donald R. Anderson, -1987-

Sub series d: Faculty Files

File series 1: Daniel E. Whelan, Jr., 1929-1953

College of Engineering history; draft report, 1935

_._. “Molecular Weight Determination of Intermediate Size Component Extracted from the Venom of Conus califonicus.” Presentation (co-authored with students) to American Chemical Society Southern California Undergraduate Research Conference. California State University-Long Beach, California. 1991.
File series 2: Knapp 1947

Death announcement, 2001

[MS 15H3]
File series 4: William P. Hirt, 1962-
File series 5: Dr. K.P. Chuang, -1966-
File series 6: Michael Mulvihill, -1966-
File series 7: Dr. Chih-Kang Shen, 1965-
File series 8: Pedro A. Rearte
File series 9: Dr. William H. Cook

File series 10: Joseph C. Reichenberger, 1993-

File series 11: Jose Saez, 2002-

File series 12: Jeremy Pal, 2007?
Nobel Peace Prize co-winner: news clipping, 2007

Sub series e: Dean Emeritus: Whelen, 1963-

Sub series f: Student papers and theses

Sub series g: Civil Engineering Board of Advisors (formerly Board of Visitors)

[MS 15H4]

Series 4: Electrical Engineering & Computer Science
Sub series a:
Sub series b:

Sub series c:  Departmental Chair or Head

File series 1:  J.W. Hill, -?-  
File series 2:  Dr. Paul A. Rude, -1964-  
File series 3:  Dr. John Page, -1986-

Sub series d:  Faculty Files


Press release, 1960  
Correspondence  
Memorandum, 1962

[MS 15H4]

File series 2:  Dr. John Page, 1962-  
File series 3:  Dr. Paul A. Rude, 1963-  
File series 4:  Dr. Joseph H. Battocletti  
File series 5:  Robert Himes  
File series 6:  Dr. Tai-wu Kao, -1966-

File series 7:  Dr. Ray Toal ('85)

Commencement program:  Fritz B. Burns Distinguished Teaching Award citation, 2006

File series 8:  Barbara Schmitz, 1996-

News clipping, 1997

Series 5:  Mechanical Engineering

Sub series a:
Sub series b:

Sub series c:  Departmental Chair

File series 1:  Dr. Harland R. Moss, ?-1966-?  
File series 2:  Dr. Joseph P. Callihan, -1968-  
File series 3:  Arenz  
File series 5: Dr. Kathleen Sridhar, -1986-
File series 6: Dr. Joseph Callihan, 1991-

Sub series d: Faculty

File series 1: Dr. Harland R. Moss, 1932-1943; 1955-
File series 2: Dr. Joseph P. Callinan, 1958-

Neil Bethke: email, 1998


Memorial service announcement, Oct 2001

File series 4: Joyce
File series 5: John Sakaly

[MS 1584]

File series 6: Dr. Lester Goldfisher, 1966-

"Shielding Requirements for Nuclear Propelled Space Vehicles"; symposium paper, 1963

Faculty profile form, 1966

File series 7: Paul Wirsching, -1965-

File series 8: Dr. Rafiqul I. Noorani\(^5\), 1989-

File series 9: Dr. Ranajit Sahu, 1993-

Bio data sheet, 1993

File series 10: Mel I. Mendelson\(^6\), 1994-


\(^6\) Cf. Dr. Gary Sibek.

File series 11: Dr. Omar Es-Said, -2004

REU grant, 2004

[MS 1586]

**Series 6: Physics**

Sub series a: Publications
Sub series b: Events

Sub series c: Chair of Physics

File series 1: Rev. John Albertson, SJ

File series 2: Dr. Thomas T. Taylor, -1969-1972-
Cor., 1969-1972

File series 3: Dr. John Bulman, 1982

Sub series d: Faculty Files

File series 1: Rev. Charles R. Coony

“An Introduction to the Study of Physics”: mimeograph copy, 1945

File series 1b: Dr. James Reilly, SJ, 1951-1960
File series 2: Dr. Federico Grabiel, 1961-

File series 3: Dr. James S. Albertson, SJ, 1962-

“The Esse of Accidents According to St. Thomas”: The Modern Schoolman Vol. XXX, No. 4., May 1953

“The Churches and the Bomb”: America, 28 Nov 1964

File series 4: Dr. Roman K.C. Johns, 1963-
"Investigation of Precision of the Stereo-plotting machine Wild A6": technical paper, 1943

File series 5: Dr. Rong-Sheng Jin, 1965-
File series 6: Marion A. Joncich, 1965-

File series 7: Dr. Donald P. Merrifield, SJ\textsuperscript{78}, 1969-

“Liberal Education in a Radically Changing Society”: journal reprint; \textit{Liberal Education}, Vol. LXII, No. 4, Dec 1976


File series 8: Dr. William D. C. Moabs, 1979-

Death notice of wife, Dolores, 5 Jun 1995

File series 9: Jeff Sanny, 1980

A statistical study of transient event motion in the earth’s magnetosphere research proposal: cor., 1994

File series 9: Dr. John Bulman, 1982-

File series 10: Dr. Gabriele Varieschi, 2000-

“Measurement of the gluon parton distribution function at small $x$ with neutrino telescopes”: reprint from The American Physical Society, 2001

\textsuperscript{7} Cf. Record Series 3 Box 3D11f/1.
Series 7: Mathematics, 1956

Sub series a: Publications

Sub series b: Events

Los Angeles City Teachers' Mathematics Association Seventh Annual Conference: program, 1984

Sub series c: Chair of Mathematics

File series 1: Dr. Berthold R. Wicker, -1947-
File series 2: Dr. Clarence J. Wallen, SJ, -1970-
File series 4: Dewar 1983
File series 5: Dr. Michael Cullen, -1986-
File series 6: Scott Wright, -1991-

File series 7: Michael Grady,

Precalculus placement

Sub series d: Faculty Files

File series 1: Robert S. Burns, SJ, 1912-

File series 2: Hanford Edward Weckbach, SJ

Mass liturgy, 2005

File series 3: Dr. Berthold R. Wicker, 1939-

Oral history interview, 1975


Lay faculty retreat: announcement, 2000
Death of Father Wallen: announcements, 2000

File series 4b: Dr. Robert D. Gordon, 1960-
File series 5: Dr. William M. Lambert, Jr, 1963-
File series 6: Peterson, 1965
File series 7: Mucci, 1967
File series 8: Dr. Michael Cullen, (Loyola ’63), 1973-1999

Death announcement, 4 Apr 1999

File series 9: Dr. Jacqueline Dewar, 1973-

Death of mother, 2001

File series 10: Dr. William K. Delaney, SJ, 1979-1987-

Bio data sheet, 1987

File series 11: Dr. Michael C. Berg⁹, 1989-

“A Specialized Class of Generalized Continued Fractions Related to the Fibonacci and Lucas Numbers”: unpublished monograph, 12 Sep 1989

“On a Generalization of Hecke $\vartheta$-Functions and the Analytic Proof of Higher Reciprocity Laws”: Journal of Number Theory Volume 44 Number 1; journal reprint, May 1993


“On Generalized Gauss-Hecke Sums and Theta Constants”: Integral Transforms and Special Functions Volume 3 Number 1; journal reprint, 1995

“Epistemics of ‘Local’ and ‘Global’ in Mathematics and Physics”: unpublished monograph, nd

File series 12: Dr. Lev Abolnikov, -1992-

“Multilevel Control Bulk Queuing Systems”: report, 1989
Bio data sheet, resume and vitae

File series 13: Dr. Patrick D. Shanahan, 1996-

"Cyclic Dehn Surgery and the A-Polynomial": monograph, 1996

"Three-Dimensional Representations of Punctured Torus Bundles": monograph, ca. 1996

¹⁰ Co-author with A.G. Thomas.
File series 14: Zill
File series 15: Schwarze
File series 16: Peterson
File series 17: Warren Wright
File series 18: Patterson
File series 19: Mc Dermott
File series 20: Dr. Michael Wright, -1974

File series 21: Dr. Herbert Medina, 1992-
Flyer, nd


File series 23: Curtis Bennett, 2002-

File series 24: Dr. Blake Mellor, 2002-

File series 25: Mosteig, 2002-

Sub series e: Student research papers

Sub series f: Clarence J. Wallen SJ Chair of Mathematics
Booklet, 2002

Series 8: Cooperative Engineering Educational Program

Series 9: Rosecrans Ewing Chair of Conservation and Natural Resources

Series 10: Carl Kadner Chair in Biology

Series 11: William McLaughlin Chair in Biology

Inaugural program, Feb 1998
Series 12: Laboratory Development Research Coordinator

Rev. C. L. Werts, S.J.

Series 13: Sir Thomas More Chair in Engineering Ethics

Search committee announcement, 2001

Celebration and announcement of Philip J. Chmielewski, SJ appointment: commemorative booklet; invitation, Sep 2003

Series 14: Clarence J. Wallen Chair of Mathematics

2002

Series 15: Natural Sciences

Dorsey

Record Series I: Councils and Societies

Series 1: American Chemical Society
Series 2: American Society of Mechanical Engineers
Series 3: Sigma X
Series 4: Tau Beta Pi, 1974
Series 5: Lambda Epsilon Society
Series 6: SWE
Series 7: President’s Council for the College of Science and Engineering

Series 8: American Society of Civil Engineers

Annual report, 2001

Record Series J: The Los Angeles Science Center

Record Series K: Visiting Committee of the Sciences

Cf. Record Group 7: Record Series E - Student Organizations